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Abstract 
Nigeria is at the brink of failure as a state partly because of its inability to control the 
activities of armed non-state actors. In reality, armed bandits now run their own 
government in parts of Nigeria; they compel citizens to pay tax, seek permission to 
work on their farms, and sell their goods at the market. This parallel government 
system operating in many states in Nigeria have not had equal state-actor forces 
against them. Extant studies on government response to banditry have extensively 
examined roles played by security agencies, whereas how the idiosyncrasies of the 
Nigerian president stimulate the surge in insecurity in Nigeria has been hardly 
investigated. The article examines this while utilizing qualitative method that relies on 
desktop reviews. Findings indicated that despite the military background of the 
Nigerian president, the country and its citizens have hardly felt safe under his current 
administration. Also, President Buhari’s approach to end banditry has widely been 
criticized in Nigeria. It concludes that banditry in Nigeria could have been a thing of 
the past if the Nigerian president effectively enforced his political will. 
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Introduction 
One of the goals of government is to 
ensure peace, order and security within 
its sovereign territory. With adequate 
security, human life and properties can be 
protected. The development of any 
country depends on contributions from its 
citizens who invest their energy in 
productive activities for overall 
development. The foregoing submission 
shows that a country can be referred to 
as a failed state when it cannot manage 
internal security within its sovereign 
territory (Abdulkabir, 2017; Adegoke, 
2019; Adeniyi, 2018; Adeniyi, 2015; 
Adagba et al, 2012). Against this 
background is the recurrent problem of 
banditry which is manifested in the forms 
of kidnapping, killings, insurgency, 
militancy, ethnic and communal clashes, 
leading to untimely deaths, destruction of 
property and internal displacement in of 
Nigerian people. 

Since the return to democracy in 1999, in 
Nigeria, a major problem that contributed 
to insecurity relates to the activities of 
armed non-state actors which has 
repeatedly challenged the peaceful co-
existence of Nigerians through warfare 
against the government and the civil 
populace, in pursuit of a particular 
agenda (Adeoye, 2018; Alabelewe, 2020a; 

Alabelewe, 2020b). The activities of 
militants in Niger Delta region featured 
prominently in the attacks of oil 
installations, gas pipelines, abduction, oil 
theft, and violent criminal protest to 
register their grievances against 
environmental degradation and oil spills 
in the South-South states (Oshienemen et 
al., 2018). The North East is also not 
spared in the activities of Boko Haram 
insurgents who have demonstrated high 
degree of violence through abduction, 
forceful occupation of Nigeria‟s territory, 
and killings in the region with the aim of 
establishing a parallel government based 
on Islamic doctrines (Adesoji & Abdullahi 
2016; Odita & Akan 2014; Onuoha, 
2014). As at early 2011, conflicts 
between herdsmen and farmers, relating 
to land and grazing resources in the 
North-Central, especially in Benue, 
became more intense, developing from 
impulsive retaliation to well-organized 
assaults including kidnapping, ransacking 
of villages and communities. These 
violent activities lead to more deaths and 
displacement of persons (Adesoji & 
Abdullahi 2016; Othman 2015).  

The variability of climate, which had led 
to the emigration of herders and their 
cattle from the North to South in search 
of grazing resources, further provoked 
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incessant conflict between herders and 
farmers in most host communities in the 
South West and South- East regions. The 
case of herders-farmers conflicts in 
Ibarapa, Oyo state and Nimbo 
communities in Enugu state has been 
well documented (Egwu; 2016; Osimen et 
al., 2017). Furthermore, secessionist 
agitations in the South-East region by the 
Independent People of Biafra (IPOB) 
degenerated into violent assaults against 
government functionaries due to 
perceived feelings of marginalization 
(Ekpo & Agorye, 2018; Abada, Omeh, & 
Okoye, 2020). The activities of these 
armed anti-state organisations are very 
important to investigating the response 
of government to banditry in Nigeria. The 
need for this investigation arises from the 
concern that out of the seven states 
(Kano, Jigawa, Katsina, Kaduna, Zamfara, 
Sokoto and Kebbi) in North West region, 
five of them (Kaduna, Katsina, Zamfara, 
Kebbi, and Sokoto) are mostly affected by 
the activities of bandits. But of these five 
states, three of the states (Kaduna, 
Katsina, and Zamfara) have been the 
most critically affected by bandit attacks 
(Duruji, 2012). 

Indeed, the Nigerian government has 
been responding to the onslaught of 
bandits against the Nigerian state. 

However, the majority of government‟s 
responses have been reactive than pro-
active; Nigerian government mostly take 
action after bandit attacks. This reactive 
nature of the Nigerian government has 
given more opportunities to bandits to 
perpetrate their deadly attacks 
unchecked. The recent attack on the Kuje 
correctional centre confirmed the fact 
that despite intelligence reports about 
the planned attack on the prison by 
bandits, the Nigerian government and its 
security agencies looked very docile and 
helpless. Bandits now operate with little 
or no counter attacks from the 
government partly due to the lack of 
political will and sometimes, the 
pampering of bandits from the Fulani 
ethnic group by President Buhari‟s 
administration. This might have made 
Adibe (2016) to conclude that the fight 
against Boko-Haram under Buhari‟s 
administration needs re-evaluation and a 
second look. This is because report shows 
that about 7000 cattle were rustled from 
commercial livestock farms and 
traditional herders in Northern Nigeria 
between October, 2013 and March, 2014 
(Bashir & Mustapha, 2021). Similarly, 
about 330 attacks were made by bandits 
which led to about 1,460 deaths between 
January and July, 2019 (Abdullahi, 2019). 
In most cases, bandits killed and maimed 
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the people and raped the women before 
dispossessing them of their cows (Cabot, 
2017) while in some instances, they also 
kidnapped girls or women in the process 
(Adeniyi, 2015).  

However, the delay in the full 
enforcement of the political will over 
bandits by government is partly why they 
are emboldened to continue with their 
onslaught on the Nigerian state. Today, 
no geo-political region in Nigeria is free 
of bandits‟ onslaught as many Nigerians 
have been killed, ransom collected, and 
many enslaved or forcefully married by 
bandits. This invariably has created the 
atmosphere of fear, danger, and threats 
in most part of the country (Bashir, 2017; 
Adelakun et al 2015). It has made many 
people lose confidence in government 
and made others to believe that President 
Buhari‟s lack of political will also 
contributes to the surge of bandits in 
Nigeria (Aisha, 2021). This is because 
prior to President Buhari‟s ascension to 
power in 2015, he had openly criticized 
the Nigerian government for the killings 
of Boko-Haram insurgents. This trait still 
largely defines the Nigerian president as 
he hardly takes pro-active action against 
criminal bandits or insurgents in the 
country. The response of the Nigerian 
government has been more of reactions 

and condolence messages to victims of 
bandit attacks. This trend has continued 
despite numerous intelligence reports 
begging for pro-active response or action 
of the Nigerian government against 
banditry.  

This does not necessarily mean that the 
Nigerian government cannot take pro-
active action or response, but the 
problem is that it has always been 
skewed against freedom fighters who 
expose the injustice in the Nigerian 
government. On the other hand, those 
who kidnap for ransom and kill after 
collecting ransom seem to be pampered 
by the Nigerian government. Cases of the 
arrest of Sunday Igboho in Republic of 
Benin and Nnamdi Kanu in Kenya 
buttress the fact that the Nigerian 
government knows how to take pro-
active action or response to crush 
security threats. The government, 
however, fails to take the same action in 
the case of some group of bandits (such 
as Bello Turji, Ado Alero, among others), 
who are terrorizing the country. To what 
extent has the attitude of the Nigerian 
president contributed to the surge in 
banditry in Nigeria? Could this surge be 
connected to president Buhari‟s 
utterances (such as those against 
declaration of state of emergency in 
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states affected by Boko-Haram and 
seeking to grant amnesty to insurgents) 
against President Jonathan‟s approach 
against Boko-Haram? To address these 
questions, the article is divided into four 
other sections. The next section discusses 
theoretical underpinnings and 
problematizes banditry and insecurity in 
Nigeria. The sections following this, 
discusses the methodology, literature 
review, evolution of banditry with specific 
focus on causes and implications in 
Nigeria, analysis of Buhari‟s utterances 
and government‟s response to banditry in 
Nigeria, and conclusion and 
recommendations.  

Problematizing banditry and insecurity in 
Nigeria: theoretical underpinnings 
Insecurity resulting from acts of banditry 
have been more prominent which further 
contributes to loss of lives, displacement 
of people and destruction of property in 
the country (Bashir, 2017; Adeniyi, 2015; 
Abubakar, 2019). Consequent upon the 
prevalence of banditry in Nigeria, the 
country ranked sixth (8.23) on the 2021 
Global Terrorism Index, signifying 
increasing rate of insecurity in the 
country (Global Terrorism Index, 2021). 

Existing studies have shown different 
causes of insecurity across the geo-
political zones in Nigeria. For instance, 

evidence from Egwu (2016) and Abubakar 
(2019) affirmed that poor management of 
forest spaces as well as incessant herder-
famer conflicts provide habitat and 
opportunity for insurgency, cattle rustling 
and kidnapping. For Ugwueze, Omenma, 
and Okwueze (2022), the complicity of 
the central government in Nigeria is one 
of the causes of increasing criminalities 
that have led to insecurity in the country. 
The case of Abba Kyari‟s involvement in 
trafficking of cocaine and romance with 
Hushpuppi, an internet scammer, 
Adenekan (2022), shows the extent of 
complicity of central security agencies 
run by the Nigerian federal government in 
the promotion of insecurity. It is a fact 
that the body language and attitude of 
the central government look complicit, 
especially in terms of how the 
government has continually responded 
with official release of statements to 
punish those responsible for criminal 
attacks without prompt preventive 
actions or enforcement of punishment. 
The contestation of the monopoly of 
force with the state by criminal bandits is 
also the cause of insecurity in Nigeria 
(Ugweze et al., 2022). On several 
occasions, criminal bandits have 
deliberately attacked state institutions 
(army barracks, police stations, prisons, 
airport, and rail station, among others) 
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and state security agents (ambushed 
Nigerian soldiers, police, officers of joint 
task force, and other security agents). 
Similarly, encroachment on grazing 
routes and lands as well as destruction of 
farm crops by cattle and cattle rustling 
have been mentioned as causes of 
increase in insecurity (Ugweze et al., 
2022). Land grabbing and conflicts over 
arable lands and pastures have also been 
listed as the cause of insecurity in 
Nigeria. In a recent time, open land 
conflicts have constituted a source of 
insecurity concern across the continent 
(Ugweze et al., 2022). 

The massive influx of arms and gunmen 
from Libya, Adesoji (2017) has made it 
very easy for local armed groups to 
purchase weapons with which they 
unleash terror on the Nigerian state. This 
influx is enhanced by the porous borders 
in Nigeria. Ugweze et al (2022) revealed 
that smuggling across the Nigerian 
borders and influx of gunmen and arms 
from the Sahel region have partly 
contributed to the increasing rate of 
banditry and insecurity in Nigeria. 
Importantly, climate change and stealing 
of cattle under the care of hired Fulani 
herders have remained a source of 
insecurity concern in Nigeria (Antwi, 
2018). The inability of the hired Fulani 

herders to account for all the cattle under 
their care have made owners of these 
cattle to arm the hired Fulani herders 
against cattle rustlers. The clash between 
hired Fulani herders and cattle rustlers 
has severely threatened the security of 
the Nigerian state. Agunyai and Ojakorotu 
(2021) equally note that the rising cases 
of insecurities in Nigeria is caused by 
governance failure. The inability of the 
government to deliver its campaign 
promises of employment, health, security, 
eradication of poverty, end to hardships, 
and sustainable development has made 
many, especially youths, to resort to 
criminal militancy against the Nigerian 
state (Agunyai & Ojakorotu, 2021; Nagiro, 
2005; Ekene, 2015). At the inception of 
the current administration, hopes of 
Nigerian citizens were highly raised for 
better and improved conditions generally, 
but reverse is the case for most Nigerians 
as they live under the danger of 
insecurity threats from bandits across 
Nigeria.  

Evidence from Abdullahi (2019) and 
Bashir (2017) also lend credence to the 
rampant cases of armed robbery as a 
major insecurity problem in the Southern 
Nigeria. Also, the movement of Fulani 
herders to the southern part of Nigeria in 
search of grazing resources contributed 
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to incessant conflict in the host 
communities (Ekpo & Agorye, 2018). 
Another dimension to herder-farmer 
conflict relates to herdsmen militancy 
which developed within the context of 
the irresolvable conflict between herders 
and farmers in Nigeria. The Global 
Terrorism Index (2018) reported that 
herdsmen militants undertook more 
assaults and were responsible for more 
deaths than the Boko Haram terrorist 
group in Nigeria. 

Most studies on banditry in Nigeria 
focused on the proliferation of armed 
herdsmen in rural areas (Olaniyan & 
Yahaya, 2016; Uche & Iwuamadi, 2018). 
Findings from these studies revealed that 
elite conspiracy, poor management of 
forest spaces and resource, control 
disputes in terms of land and grazing 
resources available for farmers and 
herdsmen contributed to the rising cases 
of banditry in rural areas. Further studies 
including Shalangwa (2013), Ekpo and 
Agorye (2018) also examined the nature 
and consequences of banditry in Nigeria‟s 
border communities. Findings from these 
studies showed that the inflow of rebels 
from neighbouring countries in the Lake 
Chad region (Chad, Niger, and Cameroon) 
coupled with easy smuggling of Small 
Arms and Light Weapon (SALW) in border 

communities aided cross border banditry 
in Nigeria. A plethora of studies have 
been conducted on government response 
to curb banditry in Nigeria, however, the 
majority of these studies mainly focused 
on the roles played by security agencies 
(police, army, air force, navy, among 
others) in combating banditry in Nigeria. 
Evidence is very little on how the 
personality traits of the Nigerian 
president trigger the surge in banditry in 
Nigeria. It is a fact and on record that the 
current Nigerian president, Buhari, had 
once criticized the massive decimation of 
Boko Haram bandits by the Nigerian 
government. In fact, Boko Haram bandits 
have once wanted Buhari as their chief 
negotiator with the Nigerian government 
under Jonathan‟s administration, an offer 
he later rejected. The problem then is, do 
president Buhari still hold the belief or 
ideology that „the killing of Boko Haram 
is akin to the killing of Muslims in the 
North‟? If yes, could that be responsible 
for his reactive lukewarm approach 
against Boko-Haram insurgents? This 
article intends to provide adequate 
information for the foregoing question by 
examining the role of the Nigerian 
government on banditry in Nigeria. 

The social contract theory aptly applies to 
the subject of government response to 
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banditry in Nigeria. The social contract 
theory provided the basis to understand 
the major role of the government in 
maintaining law and order as well as 
rules, regulations and laws that guide and 
direct the behaviours and interactions of 
people in any society. Hobbesian social 
contract theory advocates absolute 
government to ensure security of life. 
Across polities, government provides both 
external and internal security. External 
security means security against attacks 
from other countries. This function is 
typically performed by air forces, navies, 
and armies. On the other hand, internal 
security means protection against 
violence, theft, and aggression from 
members of the same society. This 
function is carried out by the police and 
other security agents in the state. 
Furthermore, social contract theory is 
relevant to this study through Locke‟s 
principle of property right protection. 
Locke recognized property rights as 
fundamental to the growth and 
development of a prosperous country. 
Without adequate and effective 
protection of property right, people will 
be discouraged from investing their 
resources and energies in productive 
process. Therefore, government exists to 
provide the enabling environment for 

economic efficiency and growth through 
protection of private and public property. 

The 1999 constitution emphasized that 
„the security and welfare of the people 
shall be the primary purpose of the 
government‟ (FRN, 1999:14). The Nigerian 
government through various security 
agencies such as the Nigeria Police, 
Nigeria Security and Civil Defense Corps, 
Nigeria Military etc. fulfils the obligation 
of security in the country. Moreover, 
Nigeria has consistently been ranked low 
in the Global Peace Index (Global Peace 
Index, 2017; 2018), signifying increasing 
rate of banditry such as kidnapping, 
armed robbery, cattle rustling as well as 
insurgency, ethnic clashes, politically 
motivated killing etc. Since government is 
a continuum, the state of insecurity in 
Nigeria is a build-up of government 
inaction to address core issues such as 
poverty, unemployment, declining income 
and low savings, high inflation rate etc. 
(Anyadike, 2013; Adegoke, 2019; 
Nwagboso, 2012). 

Social contract theory also serves as a 
window for analysing the duties and 
responsibilities of the law enforcement 
agents. The security institution bears the 
responsibility of preventing and detecting 
crime, preserving peace and order and 
enforcing laws and regulations. Being the 
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government officials most proximate to 
crime, policemen particularly their 
integrity and observations of procedural 
laws in handling offenders and non-
offenders have implications for citizens‟ 
perceptions of the government and 
degree of respect for law. For instance, 
Okoli (2014) and Nweke and Nwachukwu 
(2014) revealed that some policemen 
obtain money from criminals to help 
them out of prison, provide escort and 
protection for smugglers of contraband 
goods and stolen items as well as stealing 
from suspects and crime scenes. Further 
evidence showed that some security 
agents supply uniform, arms and 
ammunition to bandits for monetary gain 
(Adegoke, 2014). This could have made 
Ewetan and Urhie (2014) aver that poor 
remuneration for both officers and men 
of the police command is a notable factor 
for their abysmal performance. Therefore, 
the reasons for insecurity in Nigeria can 
be based on inept leadership and 
corruption that have made the 
government and security institutions 
ineffective. 

Methodology 

Qualitative method was utilized for 
collecting data in this article. This was 
sourced through desktop reviews of 
extant studies on the subject of banditry 

in Nigeria. It was basically a review of 
empirical works published in peer-
reviewed journals and other reputable 
sources such as newspapers, government 
documents, books, periodicals, and viable 
internet materials. Data were 
descriptively analysed.  

Literature review  

Banditry 
Banditry is a derivative of the word 
„bandit‟ which means an unlawful gang 
that raid people through arms. It is an act 
of violent crime by armed gang involving 
robbery and assault. For Egwu (2016), 
banditry is classified based on the 
principal motive of the bandits. In this 
sense, they identified social versus 
political or economic banditry, mercenary 
versus autonomous banditry, organized 
versus petty banditry. According to this 
position, social banditry is driven by 
protest against social unfairness and the 
need to restructure wealth in society. As 
the name implies, political banditry has to 
do with the use of political thugs by 
politicians based on the need to acquire 
political position at all cost. Economic 
banditry is inspired by the need for 
material accumulation. Mercenary 
banditry drives impetus as a volunteer or 
supplementary support for a principal, 
such as principal-agent relationship 
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(Abdullahi, 2019). Autonomous banditry 
is personally commissioned, while 
organized banditry operates through a 
network of syndicated and coordinated 
actors. Petty banditry is carried out by 
individuals or groups that are not so 
organized. Banditry is manifested in 
forms of cattle rustling, kidnapping, 
armed robbery, insurgency, rape, drug 
abuse, hired assassination, brazen and 
gruesome killings of an entire or some 
members of a community, displacement, 
among others (Uche & Iwuamadi, 2018). 

 

Security and insecurity 
Security means safety measures put in 
place for the protection of persons, 
property and means of livelihood against 
harm or danger. In view of the many ways 
security affect human lives and existence, 
the concept of security continues to enjoy 
diverse interpretations in literature. 
However, the point of convergence of the 
various definitions is anchored on the 
assumption that security is a state of 
stability and relatively predictable 
environment without fear of disturbance 
or injury. 

It is the primary responsibility of 
government to prioritize the elements of 
security institutions. Aptly supporting this 

view, Adegoke (2020) and Phenson et al 
(2014) perceived security as the actions 
and personnel established to ensure 
safety of lives and property and peaceful 
atmosphere for citizens and government 
to pursue their legitimate activities 
without fear or hindrances. Also, Ibietan 
et al (2016) equates security with peace 
and prevention of conflict through 
military means including non-offensive 
policies, deterrence, and defence among 
others. Security is also considered as any 
mechanism deliberately fashioned to 
alleviate the most serious and immediate 
threats that prevent people from pursuing 
their cherished values (Abubakar, 2019). 
Alimba (2018) opined that security is the 
means and methods put in place to curb 
or resolve violent conflicts and crime that 
originate from other states, non-state 
actors, or structural, socio-political and 
economic conditions.  

Insecurity is the opposite of security. It 
connotes lack of protection, want of 
safety, danger, uncertainty, among others. 
Beland (2015) defined insecurity as the 
condition of fear and anxiety due to 
concrete or alleged lack of protection; it 
refers to lack or inadequate freedom from 
danger. Insecurity is also conceived as the 
state of being subjected to dangers from 
natural and artificial disasters. In the 
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view of Udoh (2015) insecurity is seen as 
anxiety that is experienced when one 
feels vulnerable and lacks confidence. 
Insecurity also refers to the breach of 
peace and security, whether religious, 
ethno-regional, civil, social, economic and 
political that has contributed to recurring 
conflicts and loss of lives and property 
(Obarisiagbon & Akintoye, 2019). 

One of the elements of a society is the 
presence of criminals who are minority in 
number but injurious to the peaceful co-
existence of society. Some of their means 
of causing injury to the Nigerian state 
include insurgency, terrorism, theft, 
cultism, militancy, banditry, among 
others. All of these constitute tendencies 
of insecurity in Nigeria. To address these 
issues, government must have capacity in 
terms of finance, personnel, logistic, and 
public support. However, the inability of 
government to address these security 
problems in Nigeria tend to be 
responsible for the failing state of the 
country due to the activities of bandits. 
Banditry in Nigeria has been blamed on 
unemployment, poverty and socio-
economic inequality, corruption, weak 
security system, porous borders, 
proliferation of small and light weapons, 
among others. The increasing rate of 
unemployment and its attendant 

consequences on the youths have 
contributed to the rising cases of violent 
crimes as a means to eke out a living 
(Igbuzor, 2011). Socio-economic 
inequality, which is also a product of 
poverty and unemployment, relates to the 
growing awareness of inequalities in life 
chances between the few rich and the 
majority poor, thereby leading to violent 
reactions by a large number of poor 
people (Okoli & Okpaleke, 2014). 

Corruption is responsible for governance 
failure in Nigeria which in turn creates 
insecurity (Agunyai & Ojakorotu, 2021). 
Transparency International (2019) ranked 
Nigeria low (146 out of the 180 
countries) on the corruption perception 
index. Weak security system can also be 
attributed to inadequate funding of the 
security agencies including lack of 
modern equipment, poor welfare of 
security personnel, and inadequate 
personnel (Ezeoha, 2011; Adegoke, 2014). 
Furthermore, a porous border exists 
among states in the Lake Chad region in 
which geo-strategic location and 
ethnocultural linkages along borders not 
only allow transnational trade, but also 
permit arms trafficking leading to 
proliferation of arms, drug trafficking, 
armed robbery and other criminal 
activities that have been fingered as the 
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main cause of insurgency in the North 
East region (Shalangwa, 2013). 

Herders and farmers‟ conflict 
One of the major challenges affecting the 
African continent revolves around the 
spate of insecurity. This is manifest in 
issues such as banditry, armed robbery, 
cybercrimes, terrorism and violent clashes 
between farmers and herdsmen. Of the 
above-mentioned crises, clashes between 
farmers and herdsmen are chief among 
the crises that have led to the death of 
many as well as displaced several others. 
According to Moritz (2010) and Tonah 
(2006), violent clashes between farmers 
and herdsmen in sub-Saharan Africa has 
over the years escalated and led to 
wanton destruction of property in host 
communities, death and displacement of 
several others. According to the 
International Crises Group (2017), 
hostility between herdsmen and farmers, 
in Nigeria, has exacted a substantial 
humanitarian crisis evidenced in the 
thousands of deaths and displacement of 
persons across the country, with its 
prevalence in the Middle Belt area of the 
country. While Benue State, one of the 
worst-hit states, has since 2014 lost 
about 1,878 people to the violent clashes, 
thousands of people ranging from 62,000 
have so far been displaced in Kaduna, 

Benue and Plateau states. Ekiti and Enugu 
states have also in recent years witnessed 
clashes between pastoralist and farmers 
leading to reprisal attacks over the 
destruction of farmlands which included 
the killing of cattle. 

Herders and farmers conflict is 
conceptualized as the frequent conflict 
that ensued between rural farmers and 
pastoral livestock breeders over land and 
grazing resources. It is also used to 
describe competition over land and 
grazing resources by farmers and herders, 
resulting in the use of arms by the two 
groups (Onah & Ifedayo, 2010; Olaniyan 
& Yahaya, 2016). Herders and farmers 
conflict has been predominant in 
Northern Nigeria, particularly the North 
Central of Benue and Plateau states and 
North West of Zamfara, Kaduna and 
Kastina states. In recent times, the crises 
have also spread into Southern part of 
Nigeria, including Oyo, Enugu and Ekiti 
states (Abubakar, 2019).While historical 
relations between farmers and herders in 
host communities showed reciprocity of 
trade in terms of exchange of cattle with 
agricultural produce and granting of 
grazing rights for the benefit of the cattle 
herders, this relationship has gone sour 
overtime due to climate condition, high 
population growth, environmental 
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degradation among others (Abubakar, 
2019). 

Conflict between farmers and herders in 
the North Central developed from 
spontaneous retaliation to pre-meditated 
and well-organized attacks ranging from 
village and community raids, engaging in 
another robbery operation, or quitting as 
the case may be. In the former option, 
new plans are made, which includes 
target layout and strategies of operation. 
In the latter option, an individual robber 
who seeks to quit, or switch allegiance to 
another group of gangs is permitted to do 
so provided the overriding rules of 
territorial respect and secrecy are adhered 
to. 

Kidnapping 
Kidnapping is the forceful seizure and 
unlawful detention or restriction of a 
person against his/her will and liberty 
which violates the natural right of 
freedom of movement of the victim. It is 
an act of seizing and keeping a person in 
custody either by force or fraud (Iyang & 
Abraham, 2013). Kidnapping also includes 
the act of snatching a person in order to 
collect ransom in return (Walsh & Adrian, 
1983). File-Muriel (2013) conceived 
kidnapping as illegal confinement of a 
person by force or compulsory obedience 
in order to demand ransom from the 

victim. In the view of Turner (1998), 
kidnapping is associated with forcible 
seizure and transportation of persons to a 
location where they are held hostage 
against their will in illegal confinement. 

Kidnapping has also been described as a 
variant of armed robbery. In line with this 
position, Okoli (2014) averred that 
kidnapping is an organized robbery which 
may not be deadly as armed robbery, but 
more lucrative than the former. Kenku 
and Ogunkuade (2020) noted that 
kidnapping is a low-cost but high-yield 
terror tactic which has become prominent 
because of the demand for ransom as a 
form of forced robbery. Corroborating this 
view, Effiong (2009) noted that 
kidnapping enterprise is centred on the 
assumption that a victim is worth a 
ransom in exchange. To this end, an 
individual proneness to kidnapping hinges 
on social, economic, and cultural capital.  

A number of factors have been advanced 
to explain the causes of kidnapping in the 
Nigeria context including: 

(a) Loss of societal value: This has to do 
with the lack of value for human 
lives, hard work, friendliness and 
receptiveness to foreigners in 
exchange for ostentatious 
orientation which has given rise to 
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modern crime and social vices. Okoli 
(2014) opined that the high wave of 
kidnapping in Nigeria is not 
unconnected to a morbid culture of 
greed and perverse materialism. 

(b) Ineffective policing system: This 
problem has to do with poor funding 
of security institutions, bribery and 
corruption among the security 
agents, as well as inadequate use of 
technology .to enhance effective 
policing in Nigeria. More so, the 
unified structure of the Nigerian 
security institution weakens effective 
security in Nigeria, as state 
government cannot exercise direct 
control over security establishments 
in their jurisdiction (Okoli & Ogayi, 
2018). 

(c) Governance Failure: According to 
this position, government 
insensitivity to insecurity but over 
concentration on how to acquire 
political power corresponds to 
increasing rate of kidnapping in 
Nigeria. Since government is a 
continuum, the state of insecurity in 
Nigeria is a build-up of government 
inaction to address core issues such 
as poverty, unemployment, declining 
income and low savings, high 
inflation rate etc. (Agunyai, 2018; 
Agunyai & Ojakorotu, 2021). 

Therefore, the increasing rate of 
kidnapping in Nigeria challenges the 
role of the government to provide 
adequate security to curb the 
menace of kidnapping. 

(d) Unemployment: Various factors 
account for the increasing rate of 
unemployment in Nigeria. Adebayo 
(2013) reveals that unemployment is 
a function of the inability of 
government to provide adequate 
facilities and industries to generate 
employment opportunities and 
bolster trade. This viewpoint is 
believed to be the major cause of 
economic inequality and mass 
poverty that characterized social 
existence in Nigeria. Yet, other 
studies such as Adebayo (2013) 
showed that increasing supply of 
educated manpower, particularly 
among university graduates, rural-
urban migration and rapid 
population growth, among others 
gives room for kidnapping as an 
enterprise in Nigeria. Therefore, it is 
passable to understand that 
unemployed youths may take to 
kidnapping to eke out living. 

Evolution of banditry and armed anti-
state organizations in Nigeria: analysis of 
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causes and implications of banditry in 
Nigeria 
Banditry is not peculiar to Nigeria. It has 
gradually developed new tendencies from 
traditional to modern tactics. From the 
traditional perspective, Falola (1985) 
recounted activities of brigands known as 
Egbe onisunmomi formed by the political 
elites in the nineteenth century for the 
control of Ibadan. During this period, 
Ibadan was considered a territory where 
traditional rulers attain social honour 
based on the number of armed strengths 
the traditional ruler could command for 
the purpose of violent raids for slaves and 
properties (Falola, 1985).  

Akinwumi (2001) also documented 
activities of bandits in the nineteenth 
century in Borgu region (part of present-
day Niger state). The manifestation of 
banditry in Borgu region was based on its 
economic advantage which served as 
trade route for itinerant merchants 
(Akinwumi, 2001). In another perspective, 
the advent of gang robbery in post-
colonial Nigerian society has also been 
traced to the proliferation of arms and 
ammunitions in the aftermath of the Civil 
War (Adegoke, 2019). According to this 
view, the Civil War left arms in public 
domain which led to the emergence of 
notorious armed robbers including the 

likes of Ishola Oyenusi and Lawrence 
Anini who held sway in the 1970s and 
1980s respectively (Ezeoha, 2011; 
Murtala, 2018). 

In recent times, major incidence of 
banditry and insecurity in Nigeria seem to 
be manifested in kidnapping for ransom, 
cattle rustling and armed robbery. The 
reports of CLEEN Foundation (2012) and 
The United States Department of State‟s 
Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices (2014) revealed that kidnapping, 
cattle rustling and armed robbery topped 
the list of violent crimes in Nigeria. 
Freedom House (2017) reported that 
internal security worsened in Nigeria due 
to increased herder-farmer conflicts 
leading to more deaths than the Boko 
Haram insurgency. Furthermore, Conflict 
Armament Research (2020) found that 
herder-farmer conflicts, kidnapping and 
highway robbery were among prominent 
insecurity issues in Nigeria. Yet, 
contemporary banditry in Nigeria also 
revealed some variations in terms of 
operational strategy. This has been 
demonstrated in cases of insurgency, 
herdsmen militancy and cattle rustling in 
the North (Institute for Peace and 
Conflict Resolution Abuja, 2017; Okoli 
and Ogayi, 2018), while armed robbery 
and herder-farmer/indigene conflict hold 
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sway in the South (European Asylum 
Support Office, 2018). The application of 
sophisticated weapons that characterized 
contemporary banditry in Nigeria further 
signifies its development from mere 
robbery operation into trans-locational 
and trans-national organized crime. 

Moreover, several factors have been 
identified as the causes of insecurity in 
Nigeria. On the one hand, the porous 
nature of Nigeria‟s borders has permitted 
proliferations of arms, human trafficking, 
drug trafficking, armed robbery, amongst 
other crimes. (Onah, 2010). This position 
tends to support events in the North East 
and North West region where trans-
border crime aided by culturally tied 
populations provided habitat and safe 
haven for insurgency to hold sway in the 
Lake Chad Region (Ismail, 2015). On the 
other hand, socioeconomic disparities 
that characterize social existence in 
Nigeria also engender insecurity and 
sundry crimes including armed robbery 
and kidnapping (Murtala, 2018; Okoli & 
Okpaleke, 2014). The argument in this 
direction is anchored on the ostentatious 
lifestyle of the few rich individuals which 
incites greed and perverse materialism 
among the majority of the masses, 
thereby contributing to increasing rate of 
crime in Nigeria. 

Since government is a continuum, the 
reason for insecurity in Nigeria is also 
linked to political corruption and poor 
governance by the political elites in terms 
of misappropriation and embezzlement of 
public funds leading to economic 
underdevelopment as well as inadequate 
and inefficient basic facilities to generate 
employment opportunities and bolster 
trade (Adebayo, 2013). Nigeria‟s 
population largely comprises of the 
youths that are largely unemployed and 
this gives room for proliferations of 
crimes and social vices among the youths. 
Several other studies also attributed 
insecurity to corruption and negligence of 
duty among the security agents who 
provided alibi for criminals to further 
their enterprise (Adekanye, 2011; 
Olaniyan & Aliyu, 2016; Institute for 
Peace and Conflict Resolution, 2017). This 
is in addition to inadequate government 
funding of the security sector and poor 
equipment used by the security agents for 
effective crime control in Nigeria (Bashir, 
2017; Adegoke, 2019). 

Insecurity and banditry pose threat to 
public safety and internal security of the 
country. This calls to question the 
important role of the government in 
maintaining peace, and security. The 
1999 constitution of Nigeria (as 
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amended) emphasized that „the security 
and welfare of the people shall be the 
primary purpose of the government‟ 
(Nigeria Constitution, 1999:14). Nigeria 
operates a tripartite system of 
government based on federal, state and 
local. Therefore, government responses 
towards curbing insecurity can largely be 
discussed from the three levels of 
government operating in the country. 
However, the constitution reserved 
security powers and the use of force to 
the federal level to be exercised by the 
security agencies on behalf of the 
President (Nigeria Constitution, 1999:7). 
To this end, the federal government has 
been much involved in deployment and 
redeployment of security agencies to high 
conflict areas in the country. For instance, 
security operations such as „Operations 
Safe Haven, Operation Lafiya Dole, 
Operation Crocodile Smile‟ etc. were 
carried out by the Nigerian military in the 
North-Central, North-East and South-
South respectively to combat insurgency, 
herder-famer conflicts and pipeline 
vandalism in these regions (Ebuzor, 2015; 
Ezeobi, 2016; European Asylum Support 
Office 2018). Much efforts have also been 
initiated through the formation of anti-
crime units within the Nigeria Police 
Force (NPF) such as the Anti-Kidnapping 
Squad, Anti-Robbery Squad and 

Intelligence Response Team to curb the 
spate of kidnapping and associated 
crimes in the country. 

However, given the inability and 
inefficiency of the formal security 
agencies to prevent crime and ensure 
adequate security of lives and property, 
public opinion continues to support 
decentralization of security powers. It 
could be described as a state security 
measure to solving security challenges in 
the country (Olong & Agbonika, 2013; 
Eme & Ogbochie, 2014). This position is 
anchored on the belief that the state and 
local governments, being closer to the 
people, are in the best position to direct 
operational use of force in order to curb 
peculiarities of crime in their domain. 
Consequently, most state governments 
have also legalized the operations of 
informal security agencies to complement 
the inadequacies of the formal security 
agencies. For instance, the Lagos and 
Rivers states Neighborhood Safety Corps 
were established in 2016 and 2018 
respectively to curb the spate of urban 
crime and social vices in these states 
(Ambali & Araba, 2021).  

The formation of the Western Nigeria 
Security Network otherwise known as 
Amotekun in 2020 represented another 
regional initiative by the South-West 
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governors to curb the rising incidence of 
kidnapping and highway robbery in the 
region (Abdullahi, 2019). In most 
Northern states, including Bauchi, Kano 
and Zamfara states, the Hisbah 
Commission was established as a 
religious corps to ensure conformity with 
Shariah laws (Olaniyi, 2015; Bashir, 
2017). By and large, while some successes 
have been recorded in the performance of 
these informal security agencies, their 
activities are also met with allegations of 
human rights abuse, extortions and 
violent conflict against the civil populace 
and clashes with the formal security 
officials, thereby compounding insecurity 
in the country (Okoli & Ogayi, 2018). 
Thus, despite the operations of the formal 
and informal security official, insecurity, 
particularly banditry in Nigeria, still 
manifests in herders-farmers conflict, 
kidnapping for ransom, cattle rustling, 
armed robbery amongst other crimes.  

Analysis of Buhari‟s utterances and 
government‟s response to banditry in 
Nigeria 
In today‟s national governance systems, 
the utterances of those in leadership 
positions underlie some of the actions of 
people in society. Evidence continues to 
highlight the connection between the 
utterances of Nigerian leaders and violent 

behavior, which in the long run triggers 
insecurity (Adibe, 2015; Ezeibe, 2021; 
Agunyai & Ikedinma, 2021). Logically, as 
leaders make unguided utterances, it 
could incite, embolden, or push people, 
especially their followers, into violence in 
a heavily polarized society (Ezeibe & 
Ikeanyibe, 2017; Human Rights Council, 
2015; Mati, 2015). Nigeria, no doubt, is a 
good example of a highly polarized 
society that is affected by negative 
utterances made by some leaders, which 
in turn have provoked people into taking 
violent actions, leading to insecurity 
(Ezibe, 2021; Ikeanyibe et al., 2018; 
Okafor, 2013). Ezibe (2021) opined that 
the unguided utterances of political 
leaders during the campaign were central 
to the 2011 post-election violence. 

Thus, the utterance made by Buhari, in 
which he criticized former President 
Jonathan for refusing to grant amnesty to 
Boko Haram insurgents, is a good 
example of how utterances stimulate the 
continuation of violent actions or attacks 
by armed non-state actors in society. 
Okafor (2013) reports that Buhari 
specifically said that „Yar‟Adua, unlike 
Jonathan, sent an airplane to pick up the 
militants and they brought them to Abuja 
for negotiation. Why can‟t the 
government grant amnesty and 
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forgiveness to Boko Haram insurgents?‟ 
While Buhari‟s utterance in favour of 
amnesty for Boko Haram insurgents 
seems like a solution that could bring the 
insurgents to a negotiation table where 
their grievances can be discussed, even 
though it was rejected by this deadly 
group, it could be misinterpreted by the 
insurgents to as an endorsement of their 
onslaught since they would eventually be 
forgiven by the state. This has partly been 
the reason for the surge in the activities 
of bandits and insecurity perpetrators in 
the country (Okafor, 2013; Onwubiko, 
2015; Human Rights Watch, 2011). 
Mbah, Nzeadibe, and Nwangwu (2020) 
specifically note that unguided 
utterances can provoke violent action and 
insecurity, which in turn, impugned 
national integration. 

Similarly, Buhari, speaking from Liberty 
Radio in Kaduna on Sunday, June 2, 2013, 
said that it was a grave injustice to 
declare a state of emergency in Borno, 
Yobe, and Adamawa states (Okafor, 2013; 
Onwubiko, 2015). The state of emergency 
was declared in an attempt to reduce the 
number of casualties because of attacks 
and recurring insecurity caused by Boko 
Haram insurgents in the affected states. 
However, Buhari‟s utterance, which was 
against such a move by the government, 

could embolden the insurgents to 
continue with their onslaught against the 
state. The point is, why would a leader 
make such utterances against the 
government‟s response to save lives and 
neutralize faceless groups of terrorists 
that have been attacking the Nigerian 
state over the belief that western 
education is a sin or bad? Although 
Buhari‟s utterance may seem adequate, 
considering the adverse effect of the 
state of emergency on business and the 
economy of the affected states, the 
message in the utterance could be 
misunderstood or misinterpreted by the 
Boko Haram insurgents to mean that 
Buhari is arguing in their favour, and any 
objection to Buhari‟s utterance could 
have provoked them into attacking the 
Nigerian state further. The state of 
emergency only yielded very little results, 
as Boko Haram insurgents continued to 
bomb citizens in their homes (Thisday, 
2020; Vanguard, 2020). 

Also of note was Buhari‟s utterance in 
2016. At the time the Benue State 
government was making efforts through 
legislation to end incessant attacks on 
farmers and destruction of farmlands and 
crops, Buhari had advised mourning 
victims, who were still mourning their 
dead ones and nursing their injuries from 
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massacre attacks, to accommodate their 
countrymen, claiming that the attacks 
were caused by farming on cattle routes 
(Thisday, 2020; Eni, 2020). This kind of 
utterance, no doubt, could escalate 
further attacks and the surge of armed 
non-state actors, especially when the 
utterance is meant to publicly justify the 
attack. A critical analysis of Buhari‟s 
utterances (such as „you were attacked 
because you are farming on cattle routes 
and in order not to repeat it again, you 
are urged to accommodate your 
countrymen‟) looks like giving praise or 
support to the attack carried out by the 
armed non-state actors. 

 It has implications for more ravaging 
insecurity in society, as victims of the 
massacre attack could be provoked into 
carrying out reprisal attacks while the 
armed non-state attackers could remain 
emboldened. This might have made Eni 
(2020) conclude that Buhari mistakes 
contempt for empathy, abuse for 
engagement, campaign for governance, 
and pettiness for statesmanship when 
commiserating with victims of attacks by 
armed non-state actors. Okafor (2013) 
and Eni (2020) conclude that Buhari's 
utterances are possibly partly the cause 
of the deteriorating security situation in 
Nigeria. It is terrible that insecurity is 

politicized and Buhari‟s utterances and 
actions have encouraged the armed non-
state actors‟ rampage across the country 
(Okafor, 2013; Eni, 2020). The content of 
Buhari‟s communication strategy is full of 
rote utterance or statement issued on his 
behalf by aides (Eni, 2020). 

The president‟s utterance at the country‟s 
61st Independence Anniversary speech, 
where he disclosed that those sponsoring 
Boko Haram insurgency have been 
identified without mentioning their 
names, is yet another public utterance 
that seems to have partly emboldened 
and heightened the surge in insurgents 
and insecurity in the country. On several 
instances, Buhari and his spokespersons, 
Messrs. Femi Adesina and Garba Shehu, 
have openly mentioned that the federal 
government has knowledge of sponsors of 
terrorism in the country without exposing 
the names of the sponsors. This might 
have led Udora (2021) and Okafor (2013) 
to the conclusion that the escalating 
insecurity across the country is due to the 
cover-up of the names of sponsors of 
terrorism in Nigeria. The point is, why 
make public utterance of identifying 
sponsors of terrorism without mentioning 
their names? The statement is not only 
misleading, but protective of those 
involved in terrorism.  
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Intelligence report is one of government‟s 
means of responding swiftly to security 
threats. It requires intelligence gathering, 
investigation, and analysis of security 
threats for prompt action to squash the 
threat. Extant studies on government 
response to banditry in Nigeria have 
blamed the surge of bandits on the 
inability of the government through its 
security agents to quickly act on the 
report of security intelligence (Achumba, 
Ighomereho, & Akpor-Rabaro, 2013). 
Ominiyi (2021) notes that violence and 
crimes committed by bandits could have 
been averted if Nigeria had a virile 
intelligence network and collaboration 
among government units tasked with the 
duty of providing intelligence and 
security. Similarly, Avele (2021) opined 
that insecurity in Nigeria would have 
been reduced by 50% if lack of actionable 
intelligence report is adequately 
addressed by all the security intelligence 
agencies and the military. 

All the security agencies and the military 
acknowledged that one of the huge 
challenges of acting on the actionable 
intelligence reports is the lack of 
investment in tools, especially digital 
security technologies by the current 
administration led by President Buhari 
(Avele, 2021). The current administration 

has heavily relied on villagers, majority of 
whom manually and orally report security 
threats to relevant authorities. Evidence 
shows that most of these reports lack 
precision; hence, the inability to 
adequately act on them by the security 
agencies (Ominiyi, 2021; Idowu & Azeez, 
2017; Avele, 2021). The financial 
commitment to precise intelligence 
gathering tools such as drones, digital 
cameras, spies, security robots, artificial 
intelligence, among others are limited. 
Despite the budgetary allocation to the 
defence ministry, the allocation of funds 
to cover specific precise technologies that 
could independently gather intelligence 
information about security threats is 
minimal under this administration. The 
real problems are the misappropriation of 
funds meant for the procurement of these 
tools and the inability of President Buhari 
to decisively punish corrupt persons 
involved in the misappropriation. For 
instance, due to the laidback attitude of 
President Buhari, corruption accusation 
against Major Buratai, the director of 
procurement, who was accused of owning 
an Estate in Dubai, diversion of funds 
meant for procurement of weapons and 
refusal to appear before the DasukiGate 
panel, were all swept under the carpet 
(Udumaga, Izim, & Amah, 2018; 
Ezeamalu, 2016).  
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Another challenge facing the swift action 
on intelligence report is what Olaniyan 
(2021) described as sociopathic and 
nonchalant attitude of President Buhari. 
This limits the swiftness of security 
agencies to respond to security threats in 
the country. On several occasions, 
President Buhari seemed to be cold, 
indifferent, and distanced from Nigerians 
and the reality of insecurity problem 
(Ashaolu, 2021). This cold and nonchalant 
attitude, according to Ashaolu (2021), is 
key to why most security units in the 
country fail to act on intelligence report; 
they wait endlessly for directive and 
command that hardly come on time from 
the commander-in-chief. It is a fact that 
President Buhari has been noted for the 
problem of delay and slow in decision-
making (Agunyai & Olawoyin, 2019). For 
instance, it took him almost six months 
to constitute his cabinet (Onya & 
Elemanya, 2016). This delay and slow 
attitude of President Buhari has partly 
affected the smooth running of the 
country, including the security sector 
(Ominiyi, 2021).  

Actionable intelligence report requires 
quick action to counter and prevent 
attacks from bandits (Avele, 2021). The 
delay tactics and slow decision-making 
behaviour of President Buhari, especially 

in terms of giving swift and clear 
directive to heads of security agencies to 
decimate bandits, has continually 
weakened action on collected intelligence 
reports by security units in the country. 
This is consistent with the finding in 
Ashaolu (2021) which reveals that 
insecurity could have been drastically 
reduced if President Buhari is abreast of 
the content of most of the intelligence 
reports. President Buhari‟s nonchalant 
attitude and gross distance from the 
security realities in the country, according 
to Ashaolu (2021), is the reason why he is 
not well-informed to adequately 
coordinate and command the armed 
forces against criminal bandits‟ attacks. 
This negligence to act swiftly on security 
intelligence report could have made 
Ugweze et al (2022) to conclude that the 
rise in insecurity is connected to the 
complicity of the Nigerian central 
government.  

Importantly, the inability of this 
administration led by President Buhari to 
invest in trained intelligence analysts is 
also partly the reason why there has been 
a lack of action on intelligence reports in 
Nigeria (Ashaolu, 2021; Ominiyi, 2021). 
Apart from gathering of security 
intelligence information, the bigger issue 
is the thorough analysis of the 
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intelligence information to adequately 
counter or prevent attacks with precise 
response. While villagers can gather 
security intelligence, it requires 
competent analysts to decipher the 
content of the intelligence reports. 
Buhari‟s administration has spent very 
little or limited investment to involve the 
service of trained analysts to interpret 
intelligence reports (Ominiyi, 2021). 
Ominiyi (2021) revealed that the entire 
police force has less than 70 trained 
intelligence analysts and the military has 
less than 100 analysts. This has retarded 
swift action on gathered intelligence 
reports and has partly contributed to the 
emboldening of bandits in Nigeria. 

President Buhari‟s attitude and approach 
to the appointment of heads of security 
agencies, where the majority of them are 
from Northern extraction, has partly been 
blamed for inaction or poor government‟s 
response to banditry in Nigeria (Idowu & 
Azeez, 2017). The call for secession from 
Nigeria by the Independent People of 

Biafra (IPOB) was partly triggered by the 
lopsidedness in Buhari‟s appointment 
across sectors including the security unit 
of the country (Shehu, 2021; Idowu & 
Azeez, 2017; Enweremadu, 2016). Today, 
some part of South East Nigeria is 
embroiled in insecurity problems partly 
due to the feeling of marginalization of 
people in this region from the current 
administration led by President Buhari. 
The President‟s statement that he is going 
to treat each region according to how 
they voted in the 2015 presidential 
election (Ademola-Adelehin and Amas-
Edobor, 2016) may have contributed to 
the incessant agitations to secede from 
Nigeria by the people in this region 
(Enweremadu, 2016; Idowu & Azeez, 
2017). However, the reality on ground in 
this region shows that this agitation has 
been hijacked by criminal persons known 
as „unknown gunmen‟ or bandits, who 
now cause insecurity issues in the region 
(Shehu, 2021; Nwokolo, 2017; Obado-
Joel, 2020). 
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Table 1: Appointment of Heads of Security Agencies under Buhari‟s Administration 
Security Agency Name of personnel and 

office  
State of Origin Region 

Army Ibrahim Attahiru, Chief of 
Army Staff 

Kaduna North West 

Navy Awwal, Z. Gambo, Chief 
of Naval Staff 

Kano North West 

Nigerian Police Force Usman, A. Baba, 
Inspector General of 
Police (IGP) 

Yobe North East 

Defense  Leo Irabor, Chief of 
Defence Staff 

Delta South-South 

Air Force Isiaka, O. Amao Osun South-West 

State Security (DSS) Yusuf, M. Bichi, Director 
General, DSS 

Kano North-West 

National Intelligence 
Agency 

Ahmed, A. Rufai, Director 
General, NIA 

Katsina North-West 

Nigerian Immigration 
Service 

Muhammed Babandede, 
Comptroller-General, NIS 

Jigawa North-East 

Nigerian Custom Service Hammed, I. Ali, 
Comptroller-General, 
NCS 

Bauchi North-East 

Nigeria Security and Civil 
Defense Corps (NSCDC) 

Ahmed, A. Audi, 
Commandant-General, 
NSCDC 

Nassarawa  North-Central 

Federal Road Safety Corps Boboye, O. Oyeyemi, 
Corps Marshal 

Kwara North-Central 

Federal Fire Service (FFS) Dr. Liman, Alh. Ibrahim, 
Controller-General 

Niger North-Central 

Economic and Financial 
Crime Commission (EFCC) 

Abudulrasheed, Bawa, 
Chairman, EFCC 

Kebbi North-West 

Independent Corrupt 
Practices and Other 
Related Offences 
Commission (ICPC) 

Bolaji, Owasanoye, 
Chairman, ICPC 

Ondo South-West 

National Drug Law 
Enforcement Agency  

Buba, Marwa, Chairman, 
NDLEA 

Adamawa North-East 

Source: (Idowu & Azeez, 2017) 
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Table 1 above shows that the South East 
region has no representative in the 
security unit of the country. This partly 
justifies agitations from this region and 
government‟s inability to tackle insecurity 
in this region despite the heavy presence 
of the formal armed security forces 
(Nwokolo, 2017; Shehu, 2021; 
Eweremadu, 2016). 

It obvious that President Buahri‟s 
recruitment strategy in the security 
sector shows gross disdain towards the 
Southern region, especially, the South-
East. This strategy has generated mixed 
reactions on swift action on intelligence 
reports. Some scholars have blamed the 
lack of action on intelligence reports 
required to combat insecurity in the 
country on nepotism from the heavily 
dominated heads of security agencies, 
majority of whom are from the same part 
of the country some of the bandits 
terrorizing the country come from (Idowu 
& Azeez, 2017; Nwokolo, 2017; Abdullahi, 
2019). The case of Hamisu Wadume, a 
kidnap kingpin, aptly corroborates how 
nepotism and ethnic colouration is 
undermining government‟s response and 
swift action against banditry in Nigeria. It 
is imperative to note that nothing has 
been heard from the military panel set up 
to investigate the involvement of a 

military captain who ordered the killing 
of three police officers that arrested 
Wadume. It was hoped that after 
Wadume‟s confession that captain Tijjani 
Balarabe that aided his escape would be 
brought to justice, like the jailed police 
officer, who tampered with police records 
with the intent to conceal an act of 
terrorism (Ameh, 2022). This shows the 
extent of complicity and contribution of 
the Nigeria‟s central security agencies to 
insecurity (Ugweze et al., 2022). 

The current administration led by Buhari 
lacks the political will to decisively punish 
officers within his administration that 
have constituted a clog in the wheel of 
decimating banditry in Nigeria. The 
adamant disposition of President Buhari 
to punish Col. Dasuki, after several 
indicting reports replace Ibrahim Magu, 
former acting chairman of EFCC, despite 
the negative DSS security report on him, 
is probably one of the reasons why 
recovered loots have been diverted, hence 
this administration‟s low investment in 
intelligence information to address the 
insecurity problem in the country. Buhari 
has a record of not being able to timely 
sack and replace erring officers in his 
cabinet (Udumaga, Izim, & Amah, 2018). 
It was noted that rather than following 
the due process and the reports of the 
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DSS and Nigerian senate on Magu, 
President Buhari was bent on re-
appointing him as the acting chairman of 
the commission. Although, Magu was 
eventually removed having illegally 
diverted much of the recovered loot, that 
removal, to many Nigerians, came too 
late (Shehu, 2021). Specifically, Magu 
was involved in the illegal release of two 
vessels that were seized by the navy, 
conveying illegally refined AGO to their 
owners in 2016 (Udumaga, Izim, &Amah 
2018). Similarly, the DSS report indicted 
him of living beyond his statutory income, 
yet President Buhari kept on forwarding 
his name for approval as the substantial 
chairman of EFCC at the national 
assembly. It is a fact that the illegal 
release of vessels used in stealing 
Nigeria‟s crude oil will only embolden the 
criminals involved to do more, hence the 
surge in banditry in Nigeria.  

Besides, the president‟s attitude to 
continue to keep underperforming heads 
of security agencies in his cabinet has 
also been blamed on the fact that the 
majority of these security service chiefs 
come from the North (Abdullahi, 2019;, 
Shehu, 2021), and partly due to his 
nonchalant attitude (Ominiyi, 2021). It 
was argued that Buhari feels safer, from 
the fear of military intervention, with the 

recruitment of Northerners at the helm of 
the country‟s security affairs (Ameh, 
2022; Adegoke, 2019). Despite calls 
across the country, including the national 
assembly to sack and replace Major 
Burutai, who was accused of a $2 million 
property in Dubai and corruption in the 
procurement of ammunitions in 
conjunction with other service chiefs, 
Buhari still maintained silence and 
refused to heed to the calls. Although, it 
was eventually done later, the majority of 
Nigerians still felt that the president 
could have done it earlier to save the 
country from the embarrassment of 
insecurity. The National Security Adviser, 
Babagana Monguno, was carpeted for 
lamenting over how monies meant for 
weapons are mismanaged under Buhari‟s 
administration (Adegoke, 2019; Shehu, 
2021; Ominiyi, 2021). Similarly, the 
Transparency International report on 
human rights abuse in 2017 shows that 
President Buhari lacks the will to deal 
with officers involved in monstrous 
debasement (Transparency International, 
2017). It was revealed that the 
government under Buhari lacks the will to 
actualize the law against monstrous 
debasement, and officials, most of the 
time, resort to depraved practices without 
any potential repercussions. 
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From the above analysis, it is evidently 
clear that the Nigerian government has 
been prone to the use of reactive and not 
pro-active strategy against banditry in 
Nigeria. In addition to this, the 
idiosyncrasies of president Buhari play a 
major role in the poor fight against 
banditry. The current administration led 
by Buhari has been criticized for laidback 
attitude and poor records of sacking 
corrupt security officers, lopsidedness in 
the recruitment of heads of security, low 
investment in intelligence information 
gathering tools and detailed analysis of 
intelligence reports, delay tactics and 
nonchalant attitude, inability to 
effectively make use of the political will, 
among others. All these idiosyncrasies 
contribute significantly not only to the 
surge in banditry, but also to lack of 
action on intelligence reports. 

Conclusion and recommendations 
Insecurity, from all indications, is partly 
the reason for the failing status of 
Nigeria, both in Africa and in the 
international space. Although it exists in 
every country, the rate at which it occurs 
in Nigeria under a government led by a 
former military head is worrisome and 
alarming. In the history of Nigeria, it has 
never been this bad in terms of insecurity, 
even under previous civilian governments. 

Today, despite the military background of 
President Buhari, bandits freely and 
openly threaten the president and other 
public government functionaries. Yet, 
those who issue such threats have not 
been tracked and brought to justice. How 
would banditry end if the president 
continued to see these armed anti-state 
groups as people from certain ethnic 
group, hence their pampering? 
Sentimental reactive response strategy is 
partly the reason why there is the surge 
of bandits in Nigeria. President Buhari‟s 
body language in the real sense seems to 
be tolerant of bandits‟ operations in 
Nigeria. Even though this has been 
denied, the government action under him 
has been passive and less pro-active. To 
address this problem, there is a need to 
re-think or re-evaluate the current 
response strategy of the Nigerian 
government. The government should 
adequately enforce its strong political will 
to decimate bandits in Nigeria. 
Importantly, the Nigerian government 
should speedily act on security 
intelligence report. This will go a long 
way to preventing planned attacks by 
bandits. Besides, government should as 
quickly as possible implement court 
judgements on convicted criminal 
bandits, rather than just locking them up 
in prison to be later freed by their armed 
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gangs. The conscription of repented 
bandits into security forces should be 
stopped by the government, if actually 
they are doing it. This will eradicate 
tendencies of criminal informants 
releasing vital information about the 
movement of Nigerian security agencies. 
Government should intensify good 

governance that would promote 
employment, access to service, good 
quality of life, and infrastructures, 
including those needed by farmers and 
herders to enhance their business. This 
provision will remove bandits who joined 
the armed group out of frustration.  
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